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281 synonyms antonyms of check merriam webster check what it is how bank checks work and
how to write one check definition of check by the free dictionary check definition meaning
merriam webster check definition meaning dictionary com insert a check mark symbol microsoft
support check format parts of a check and what the numbers mean how to insert a check mark
computer hope check in aegean airlines fact check artemis i trip to moon will take longer by
design
web aug 16 2021 open the microsoft word excel or powerpoint application on the home tab in
the font section click the font drop down list and select the wingdings font create a check mark
symbol by pressing and holding alt and then typing 0252 using the numeric keypad on the right
side of the keyboard web complete your check in at the airport in a few simple steps more online
check in check in via your computer tablet or smartphone whatever works best for you more
check in times find out the minimum check in closure time per airport more newsletter subscribe
download the aegean app now follow us on web to make an inquiry investigation etc as for
verification often followed by up into etc he checked to make sure his answer was correct check
into the matter noun plural checks web you can easily insert a check mark also known as a tick
mark in word outlook excel or powerpoint these marks are static symbols if you re looking for an
interactive check box that you can click to check or uncheck see add a check box or option
button excel or make a checklist in word in your file place the cursor where you want to insert
the symbol web dec 02 2022 a check includes pre printed information as well as blank sections
that you need to carefully fill in understanding check format helps you set up direct deposit
instructions make sure that checks you receive are filled in properly and order new checks web
check 1 of 2 noun 1 as in bill the amount owed at a bar or restaurant or the slip of paper stating
the amount diners at that temple of gastronomy often look shocked when they receive the check
synonyms similar words relevance bill tab receipt record fee account statement expense score
invoice figure cost charge damage tally reckoning 2 web checked checking checks transitive verb
1 a to inspect examine or look at appraisingly or appreciativelyusually used with out or over the
doctors checked him over for injuries web 1 day ago fact check rocket propulsion functions in
space because of universal physical laws no air required the artemis i mission will demonstrate
the performance of both orion and the sls rocket and web check ch?k n 1 a the act or an instance
of inspecting or testing something as for accuracy or quality gave the paper a final check b a
standard for inspecting or evaluating a test the condition of the wiring can serve as a check for
the level of the seller s home maintenance c a check mark 2 a web aug 10 2021 a check is a bill
of exchange or document that guarantees a certain amount of money it is printed for the drawing
bank to give to an account holder the payor to use the payor writes the check
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